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English is an exciting language. There are many grammatical rules to follow to become an effective writer and a coherent speaker. Such an important part of speech is the conjunction. A conjunction joins the expressions, clauses and other parts of a sentence. The conjunctions are of three types – correlative, coordination and
subordination. Among these, correlative conjunctions are always used in pairs. Usually, they refer to two different possibilities in a sentence. People tend to get confused about the use of coordination and subordination conjunction. They, by mistake, think the two are the same. The coordination of conjunctions joins phrases and clauses
that are mutually independent of each other. Examples of coordination conjunctions are – and yet, but. Subordination conjunctions join an independent phrase or clause and another dependent expression or clause. Some examples of subordination conjunction are - though and for that. The difference between the coordination and
subordination of the conjunction is that a coordinating junction unites two grammatically equivalent clauses, while a subordinate conjunction unites an independent clause and a dependent clause. Comparison Parameter Coordination ConjunctionSubordination ConjunctionDefinition Conjunction Coordination conjunctions are used to unite
two equivalent clauses or words. Subordination conjunctions are used to unite two clauses or words that are not grammatically equivalent. The type of the sentence Of coordination the conjunctions join two parts of a sentence in order to make it composed. Subordination conjunctions unite two parts of a sentence to make it a complex
one. The identity of the Common Co-clauses Are capable of independent existence. The main clause is capable of independent existence, while the subordinate clause is not. Position within sentences The coordination conjunctions are generally placed between the clauses to which they join. Subordination conjunctions are generally
placed at the beginning of the subordinate clause. ExamplesExamples of coordination conjunctions are and, or, but also still. Examples of subordination conjunctions are because, though and unless. A coordinating conjunction unites words, phrases or clauses that are syntactic and equivalent. So there is only one main clause and no
dependent clause. When we join two clauses using a master conjunction, a compound sentence is formed. These conjunctions may be placed between clauses or at the beginning of a sentence. The general structure of the sentence is : Main clause + coordination conjunction + Main clause The coordination conjunctions are seven in
number. They are - and, or, neither, for, yet, but so on. Examples :Robert and Davis are heading to the market. You can download the form from the website or retrieve it from a kiosk. fast, but I don't think I'll be able to make it in time. He was an enemy, but I gave him water when he was dying. However, you should keep the following
rules in mind while using a coordination conjunction :D o do not use a comma between united words the coordinating conjunction. Remember to use a comma to separate the independent clauses in the sentence. A subordinate conjunction unites words, phrases or clauses that are not grammatically equivalent. One of them is a primary
clause and the other is a dependent or subordinate clause. The recommended difference between the summary and the paraphrase (with the table)The subordination conjunction is placed before the subordinate clause, and the sentence thus formed is a complex one. The general structure of the sentence is : Main clause + subordination
conjunction + Subordinate clauseThe differences in subordination conjunctions are because, although, from etcetera. Some of these conjunctions provide a reason for an action, while others say about the contrasting nature of a situation. Example:I they didn't go to the mall because my parents were visiting my house. Although I made the
cake, I'm not interested in eating it. Jack said he wouldn't attend the service unless Harry apologized. The following are some important rules to remember while using a subordination conjunction :The main clause should provide a significant reference to the subordinate clause. A comma must be used after the subordinate clause if it
appears at the beginning of a sentence. Conjunctions are vital components of a significant sentence. Without them, a sentence seems incomplete. An avoidable common mistake is the exchange of coordination and subordination conjunctions in a sentence. The main differences between the two areA conjunction of coordination unites
syntactic equivalent parts of a sentence, while a subordinate conjunction syntactically joins different parts of a sentence. A master conjunction appears in a compound sentence, while a subordinate conjunction appears in a complex sentence. A coordinating conjunction links two independent clauses. On the other hand, a subordinate
conjunction unites an independent clause and a dependent clause. A coordinating conjunction is generally placed between clauses, while a subordination conjunction is placed before the dependent clause. A sentence that uses a master conjunction is easy to understand. On the other hand, a sentence using a conjunction of
subordination may be difficult to understand if the appropriate punctuation is not used. A conjunction makes a sentence meaningful and coherent. Remove it, and you'll encounter scattered words that make little sense alone. Conjunctions are classified as correlative, coordination and subordination. Each has a different function and
dominates the type of sentence. Coordinations join independent clauses. Subordination conjunctions join independent and dependent clauses. Correlative conjunctions also use a pair of conjunctions in a sentence. Examples of correlative conjunctions are – either... or, neither... nor etcetera. There are certain rules associated with
conjunctures. They should be kept in mind to use them effectively in a sentence. There are many many confusing students in the early stages of learning. However, a consistent practice can help to understand the central idea and make fewer mistakes with the passage of time. The following is a collection of the most used terms in this
article on the coordination and subordination of the conjunction. This should help recall the associated terms, so they are used in this article at a later stage for you. If you see this message, it means that we have problems uploading external resources to our website. If you're behind a web filter, make sure that *.kastatic.org and
*.kasandbox.org domains are unlocked. If you see this message, it means that we have problems uploading external resources to our website. If you're behind a web filter, make sure that *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org domains are unlocked. In English, we use conjunctions to link two words, clauses, phrases, or sentences. They are
used to add consistency to the writing piece by joining essential components inside or between sentences. There are different types of conjunctions, such as coordination conjunctions, correlative conjunctions and subordination conjunctions. Coordination conjunctions are words that link ideas of equal importance, function or structure.
Correlative conjunctions are one that works in pairs, both words working along to create a balance in words, phrases or clauses, would be either... or, nor... no, if... or, not only. Finally, subordination conjunctions are used to add a subordinate clause to an independent clause. In this article, we will discuss the difference between the
coordination and subordination of the conjunction. Content: Coordination Vs Subordination Conjunction Comparison Chart Definition Key Differences Conclusion Comparison Chart Base for Comparison Coordination ConjunctionSubordination Conjunction Meaning Coordination Conjunction links two or more words, clauses, phrases or
sentences of equal importance. The subordinate conjunction are the words that link a clause dependent on an independent clause. FormsWeak connectionStrong connection JoinsTwo independent clausesDependent and Independent clause SentencesCompound SentencesComplex SentencesPositionBetween two clausesStart of a
sentence or between two clauses The definition of the coordinating conjunction Coordination of Conjunctions or Coordinators refers to words linking two or more nouns, verbs, adjectives, independent clauses or sentences. It usually connects two units of similar grammatical type and syntactic meaning. In addition, it attaches equal
importance to the pair of main clauses. There are seven coordination conjunctions that can be remembered with the word FANBOYS, ie for, and, nor, but, or, still, so. In writing, there are three models that use coordination conjunctions, given as in accordance with: If we two main clauses, with conjunction of coordination, we will add a
comma before the coordination conjunction, so that: Main Main + , + Coordinating Conjunction + Main Clause If we connect two grammatical elements or units, we use the coordination conjunction, in this way: Unit 1 + Coordinating Conjunction + Unit 2 If we connect three or more units in a series, we use a comma before the master
conjunction, in this way: Unit 1 + Unit 2 + , + Conjunction coordination + Unit 3 Definition of the conjunction of subordination of the conjunction or sub-ordinators are used to join the two clauses in which one is dependent and the other is independent. The dependent clause provides additional information that may or may not be necessary.
On the other hand, an independent clause is an independent clause. The subordinate conjunction underlines the idea in the main (independent) clause rather than the subordinate (dependent) clause. Moreover, it expresses a change in the middle of the two ideas in the sentence in terms of time, place or cause and relationship effect.
They are after, though, before, that though, if, until, until then, that, if, while, even if, rather than, for that, etc. When the subordination clause starts with a relative pronoun, it would be who, whose, where, who, who etc., the use of the comma depends on the nature of the clause. In writing, there are two models using subordination
conjunctions: If the information provided in the relative clause is essential, we do not use a comma before the conjunction in this way: Main Clause + Essential Relative Clause If the information provided in the relative clause is non-essential, we use a comma before the conjunction in this way: Main Clause + , + Relative Non-essential
Clause Next, we also use a comma when the dependent clause is placed first , to separate the two clauses. However, if the independent clause comes first, no comma shall be placed. The difference between the coordination and subordination of the conjunction is given as being in accordance with: The coordination conjunctions unite
two words, clauses or sentences of the same grammatical relevance. Subordination of the conjunction implies a connecting word that unites the dependent clause with an independent clause. The connection formed with the help of the coordinators is weaker compared to the connection formed by the subordinates. The coordination of the
conjunction joins two independent clauses. Instead, the subordination clause unites a dependent clause with an independent clause. The sentence formed after the addition of a coordination conjunction to unite two equivalent clauses is a compound sentence. Instead, complex sentences are formed after the addition of the subordination
conjunction. The coordinating conjunction is placed in the middle of two words, phrases, independent clauses or sentences. On the other hand, the conjunction of subordination is positioned before a dependent clause. Although, there are cases where a dependent clause appears before a Conclusion conjunctions are used in sentences to
express an additional or contrasting idea, to show the cause-and-effect relationship, to show purpose, to show time and place. The coordination of the conjunction unites two elements of the same type, in which the two elements are not based on each other. On the other hand, the conjunction of subordination unites the subordinate clause
with the main clause in order to provide further details. Details.
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